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PAPER

Fuzzy Matching of Semantic Class in Chinese Spoken Language
Understanding

Yanling LI†,††a), Nonmember, Qingwei ZHAO†, Member, and Yonghong YAN†, Nonmember

SUMMARY Semantic concept in an utterance is obtained by a fuzzy
matching methods to solve problems such as words’ variation induced by
automatic speech recognition (ASR), or missing field of key information
by users in the process of spoken language understanding (SLU). A two-
stage method is proposed: first, we adopt conditional random field (CRF)
for building probabilistic models to segment and label entity names from
an input sentence. Second, fuzzy matching based on similarity function
is conducted between the named entities labeled by a CRF model and the
reference characters of a dictionary. The experiments compare the perfor-
mances in terms of accuracy and processing speed. Dice similarity and
cosine similarity based on TF score can achieve better accuracy perfor-
mance among four similarity measures, which equal to and greater than
93% in F1-measure. Especially the latter one improved by 8.8% and 9%
respectively compared to q-gram and improved edit-distance, which are
two conventional methods for string fuzzy matching.
key words: fuzzy matching, Conditional Random Field (CRF), Spoken Lan-
guage Understanding (SLU), Named Entity Recognition (NER), similarity
function

1. Introduction

Voice search is the technology underlying many spoken di-
alog systems that provide users with the information they
request with a spoken query [1]. With the improvement of
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), the technology of
spoken dialog systems has developed vigorously. Spoken
dialog systems have been attracting extensive interest from
the research and industrial communities since they provide
a natural interface between human and hardware devices
such as computer or mobile phone, which has such potential
benefits as remote or hands-free access, ease of use, natural-
ness, and greater efficiency of interaction.

A typical spoken dialog system is composed of auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), and spoken language un-
derstanding (SLU), dialogue management (DM) and text-
to-speech (TTS). The task of SLU is to map a user’s utter-
ance to the corresponding semantics. Thus, the performance
of spoken dialog systems not only relies on the accuracy of
recognition achieved by ASR, but also the semantic entity of
sentence accomplished by SLU. SLU technologies in these
systems range from understanding predetermined phrases
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through fixed grammars, extracting some predefined named
entities, extracting users’ intents for call classification, to
combinations of users’ intents and named entities [2].

The study of SLU surged in the 1990’s, with the
DARPA sponsored Air Travel Information System (ATIS)
project [3], which was designed to provide flight infor-
mation service. Traditional approaches of SLU can
be divided into three categories, which are knowledge-
based approaches, data-driven approaches and approaches
that combine the above two approaches. Knowledge-
based approaches in most SLU systems use grammar-
based parsers to extract key semantic information, which
translate a sentence into a parse tree [4]. Data-driven
approaches include hidden Markov model (HMM), i.e.
AT&T’s CHRONUS [5]; model based on Probabilistic
Context-Free Grammar (PCFG), i.e. BBN’s hidden under-
standing model (HUM) [6]; model proposed by He and
Young [7] based on hidden Vector State (HVS) and statis-
tic machine translation model [8]. An approach combined
with these two categories makes full use of advantage of
them [9].

Although the study of SLU focuses only on specific
domain, including music/video management [10], business
and product reviews [11] etc., it still faces great challenges.
One of them is robustness problem. Robustness problems
may include three components. The first one is induced
by spoken language characteristics, such as false start, self-
correction, repetitions and hesitations, ellipsis, out-of-order
structures and so on. The second one is words’ variations
induced by ASR. The third one is the incompleteness of key
information, because users usually remember and say the
first several words in the listing name but probably to forget
or omit the words at the end. Two main approaches to im-
prove the robustness of ASR errors have been proposed [12].
In the first approach, the word sequence hypothesized by the
recognizer is decomposed into smaller units under the as-
sumption that acoustically confusable words will have many
units in common at the subword level. The second approach
uses the recognizer to generate multiple candidate hypothe-
ses from the recognizer rather than just one.

Our SLU system is limited in such domain, and mainly
provides for searching services for TV station, website, app
and media. This paper pays attention to the robust prob-
lems about variations of ASR and the incompleteness of
key information induced by users. We propose a new ap-
proach to label semantic concepts, which can correct the
error of key semantic class based on only part information
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in a Chinese sentence. It is divided into two stages. First,
a CRF model provides a preprocessor, which spots semantic
class of a query and give initial class labels to semantic con-
cepts. Second, if exact matching fails, which means there
may be some errors about semantic concept, fuzzy match-
ing can achieve an appropriate Chinese character string to
substitute for the wrong ones. We also compare the perfor-
mance based on some well-known similarity functions.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2
described framework of spoken language understanding;
Sect. 3 introduced related work about fuzzy matching; CRF
to label named entity and several similarity functions are de-
scribed in Sect. 4; our experiments and results are presented
in Sect. 5 and we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2. System Architecture of SLU

The main function of SLU is to process text output from
ASR and translate the input sentences into formal languages
for meaning representation [13]. Our SLU system contains
two components, which are semantic class labeling and se-
mantic understanding shown in Fig. 1. Semantic class la-
beling is to label the key semantic concepts of a sentence,
which includes preprocessor and exact/fuzzy match label-
ing. The goal of preprocessor is to spot the position of key
semantic concepts, which is similar to named entity recog-
nition (NER). Because the same class of semantic concepts
will share the same contexts. We can solve this problem
by the approaches used in NER. Then labeling key se-
mantic concepts is conducted by exact matching with list
names. If exact matching fails, it will enter fuzzy match-
ing block. After key semantic concepts are corrected and
labeled, semantic understanding transforms a labeled sen-
tence into meaning representation and searches database to
give results to users. The precision of semantic class label-
ing model will influence the performance of semantic un-
derstanding model.

Our SLU system is limited in specific domain i.e.
TV station, website, app and media. Media compo-
nent includes the name of people (actor/director/artist) and
media (movie, TV series and song). For example, a sen-
tence of “ (I want to see movie

Fig. 1 Architecture of SLU.

‘Pleasant Goat’)”. However, in our database, there is
only a movie named “ (Pleasant Goat and
Wolf)”. Thus, only if “ (Pleasant Goat)” is corrected
by “ (Pleasant Goat and Wolf)”, and mark
the class label “movie Name”, it will be possible to find
out the right movie name and feed back to users. There-
fore, the output of semantic class labeling block is “
[ ]\movie name ”.

3. Related Work about Fuzzy Matching

Fuzzy matching is also named approximate string match-
ing [14]. String matching is a kind of pattern matching
problem, which obtains the starting position of substring be-
tween an input sentence string and a reference string. Most
of methods about approximate string matching based on
dictionary or text utilized edit distance as similarity func-
tion [15], [16]. Previous work [17]–[19] measures the close-
ness between two tokens through the similarity between
sets of substrings—called q-gram sets—of tokens instead
of edit distance between tokens used in fuzzy match meth-
ods. Record matching is a well known problem of match-
ing records that represent the same real-world entity and is
important procedure in the data cleaning process [20], [21].
Record matching is identifying the customer record in a data
warehouse from the customer information such as name and
address in a sales record. Those methods are applied to
match with determined two words or phrases directly, but
not with keywords in a Chinese sentence.

To verify the effectiveness of our method, we will in-
troduce two typical fuzzy matching methods to compare,
which are q-gram distance and improved edit distance.

3.1 Q-Gram Distance

Q-gram distance is to find common substrings of fixed
length q [22]. Q-gram is that given a string s and a posi-
tive integer q, the set of q-gram of s is the set of all size q
substrings [18]. We adopt this method in our task to get the
substring between the sentence and a reference string. Size
of q is from 2 to the length of reference keyword. If there
are overlapping substrings, keep the substring with maxi-
mum length and delete others. Once substring of sentence
is obtained, the similarity measure is computed by Eq. (1).

Simq-gram =
length(substring)
length(keyword)

(1)

3.2 Improved Edit Distance

Edit distance also named Levenshtein distance [19], which
describes the substitution, deletion and insertion times when
one string transforms into another string. It is computed
based on dynamic programming algorithm. Through filling
the whole matrix constructed by two strings, edit distance
of two strings is the last element in matrix. Two strings are
denoted as A = (a1, a2, . . . an) and B = (b1, b2, . . . bm). We
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adopt Ci, j to denote each element of matrix and calculation
method is as follows. Equations (2) and (3) is an initializa-
tion process. Equation (4) is the method to calculate subse-
quent element of matrix.

Ci,0 = i (2)

C0, j = j (3)

Ci, j = min(Ci−1, j−1+δ(ai, b j),Ci−1, j+1,Ci, j−1+1) (4)

Where δ(ai, b j) is zero for ai = b j, and 1 otherwise. Accord-
ing to the algorithm, matrix of edit distance of two strings
such as “ ” and “ ” is
shown in Fig. 2. The edit distance between the two strings
is 5.

Improved edit distance algorithm is similar to edit dis-
tance algorithm, the only difference is initializing the first
row of the matrix with zeros. The algorithm causes match-
ing of any string may start at any position in the sen-
tence and filling overall matrix is the same with edit dis-
tance algorithm. Figure 3 exemplifies this algorithm ap-
plied to search the substring “ ” in the sen-
tence “ ”. A minimum edit distance 2
in the last row of matrix is obtained. We detect the match-
ing substring by tracing back along the generation path to
the first row. At last, the start position and end position
of substring, which has the minimum edit distance with
“ ”, is acquired.

Fig. 2 Edit distance matrix between “ ” and
“ ”.

Fig. 3 Improved Edit distance matrix between “ ”
and “ ”.

The similarity measure is denoted by Eq. (5). “editdis”
is the minimum edit distance between the keyword and sub-
string of sentence.

Simimproved-editdis = 1 − editdis
length(keyword)

(5)

4. Two Stages of Fuzzy Matching

Fuzzy matching methods of q-gram distance and improved
edit distance need a sentence directly matching with the ref-
erence string in dictionary. Each character of sentence must
participate in operation, which induces search space to be
too large [19]. Therefore we add CRF probabilistic model to
reduce the range of search. This method is divided into two
stages described in Fig. 4. First, CRF model preprocesses
the sentence, spots semantic class and give initial class la-
bels to semantic concepts. Second, if exact matching fails,
fuzzy matching will achieve a maximum Chinese character
string to substitute for the wrong ones. We also compare
the performance based on some of well-known similarity
functions.

4.1 Named Entity Recognition Based on CRF

The NER task is, given a sentence, to segment which words
are part of entities, and to classify each entity by type
(person, organization, location, and so on). Wang and
Acero [23] compared the use of CRF, perceptron, large mar-
gin, and minimum classification error (MCE) using stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD) for sequential labeling prob-
lem in the ATIS domain. CRF achieved best performance,
though it was the slowest to train.

We use linear-chain CRFs to acquire named entities
within limits of semantic class in specific domain. The def-
inition is as follows. Let W = (w1,w2, . . .wT ) be some ob-
served input data sequence, such as a sequence of words in
a text document. Let Y = (y1, y2, . . . yT ) be some sequence
of states. Linear-chain CRFs define the conditional proba-
bility of a state sequence given an input sequence to be [24]:

Fig. 4 Two stages of Semantic class labeling.
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PΛ(Y |W) =
1

Z(W)
exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
T∑

t=1

K∑

k=1

λk fk(yt−1, yt,W, t)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6)

Where Z(W) is a normalization factor over all state se-
quences, fk is an arbitrary feature function over its argu-
ments, λk is a learned weight for each feature function and
y0 = start, to simplify some expressions.

Then the most probable label sequence can be achieved
by maximizing the conditional probability, as shown in
Eq. (7).

Y∗ = arg maxY P(Y |W) (7)

In addition, decoding algorithm may employ Viterbi algo-
rithm.

4.2 Similarity Function

After the process of NER, semantic class is labeled in a sen-
tence. If named entities of semantic class exist in dictionary
or database, corresponding results should be searched and
feed back to users. However, in most cases, named entities
of semantic class are not in dictionary or database for some
errors. There may be three reasons: the recognition errors of
CRF model, missing field of key information by users and
the variations induced from ASR.

How can we utilize fragment information to correct
those errors and feed right answers back? Fuzzy match-
ing may be an indispensable procedure. Choosing which
character string in dictionary to substitute for wrong named
entity will depend on the similarity between the two named
entities. To be compared, we introduce several similarity
functions in our previous work [25] for fuzzy matching, and
identify the highly similar characters to correct the errors.
We use string A to denote named entity recognized by CRF,
string B to denote named entities in dictionary.

(a) Cosine Similarity based on TF score

Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is
based on vector space model from the information retrieve
domain [26]. We adopt vector space model to compare the
similarity between two strings by calculating the cosine sim-
ilarity of two vectors. To reduce the dimensionality of vector
space model, a set of single Chinese character that appear
in the string pair is used as a feature set, instead of using
indexing character from a dictionary collection [27]. Then
term frequencies are used to constitute the vector of string
pair and cosine similarity is calculated by Eq. (8).

Sim(A, B)T F =
A · B
|A| · |B| (8)

(b) Jaccard Similarity

Jaccard similarity is defined as the size of the intersection
of the Chinese characters in the two strings compared to the
size of the union of the characters in the two strings [28].

Sim(A, B)Jac =
A ∩ B
A ∪ B

(9)

(c) Dice Similarity

Dice Similarity is defined as Eq. (10) [28]. A∩B denotes the
number of overlap characters in two strings.

Sim(A, B)Dice =
2 · |A ∩ B|
|A| + |B| (10)

(d) Edit distance

Edit distance is described in Sect. 3.2. If two strings are
denoted as A = (a1, a2, . . . an) and B = (b1, b2, . . . bm), we
can obtain the minimum edit distance by Eq. (2)(3)(4).

However, it is meaningless to compare edit distance
directly. It should be normalized to be similarity mea-
sure. In Eq. (11), “editdis” represents edit distance between
string A and B. The length of string A is n and the length of
string B is m.

Sim(A, B)edit-distance = 1 − editdis
max(n,m)

(11)

5. Experiments

Experiments are composed of two parts, which are NER
based on CRF and fuzzy matching based on similarity func-
tions described above.

5.1 Data Set

The target application behind our work is a voice assistant
with function of searching multimedia content. Suppose one
needs to search some actor or director’s movie, our system
will provide the corresponding movie list. For this scenario,
we collected and constructed 48905 Chinese sentences to
train CRF model and 205 Chinese sentences to test. The test
data covers domains including media, app, TV station and
website.

In order to evaluate the performance of fuzzy match-
ing method proposed in this paper, we choose 552 Chinese
sentences in media domain containing errors to test whole
fuzzy matching algorithm. The test data is constructed
by some graduates, who analog users to interact with spo-
ken dialog system. The data set is transcribed rather than
output of ASR. Among the 552 sentences, about 200
sentences occurring errors with people’s name, or media
(movie and TV series) name. For example, a sentence
of “ (Please help me find out
‘McDull story’)”. “ ” should be corrected by
“ ”. Another situation, there are two semantic con-
cepts in a query such as “
(I want to see Xingchi Zhou’s film ‘Westward Journey’)”.
“ (Xingchi Zhou)” and “ (Westward Jour-
ney)” should be key semantic concepts. Errors about one of
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Table 1 Tag set and its corresponding explanation used in CRF.

them or both of them are likely to occur in the test data.

5.2 Experiment of NER

(a) Tag set and features in NER of our specific domain

In this paper, single Chinese character is chosen to be re-
search object in NER [29]. Experiments of [30] shows that
choosing single Chinese character to be research object is
much better than choosing the tokens after Chinese word
segmentation of spoken language data. Named entity in this
paper involves the name of Chinese people (actors, directors
and singers), Chinese media content (movie, TV series and
song), app, TV station and website. In general, words and
phrases which appear in similar context usually share simi-
lar semantics. Named entities in domain of Media, app, TV
station and website in our searching service may share the
same context, whose classes are ambiguous. For example,
a query is “ (help me find out) $name”. $name
is a variable, which may be substituted by any named enti-
ties about media, app, TV station and website. In such sen-
tence pattern, we can’t classify the $name into a determined
class. Thus, we utilize CRF model to classify semantic class
into three kinds, which are people’s name, names in media,
app, TV station and website (we call them “names in do-
main” for short) and others. Tag set includes five categories
of labels in Table 1.

Considering the characteristic of Chinese people’s
name, which is composed of surname and lastname, we con-
struct dictionaries of characters commonly used in Chinese
surname and lastname. Furthermore, in order to extract
Chinese people’s name and names in domain more accu-
rately, we collect unigrams and bigrams of Chinese char-
acters, which respectively appear before and after people’s
name and names in domain. All of atomic templates are in
Table 2.

Features of observation sequence are easily added
into CRF model to describe dependence on context. We
choose the range two to be observed window of context
(w−2,w−1,w0,w1,w2). All atomic templates need to shift
four seats, which are −2, −1, 1 and 2. These four labels
are marked after each atomic template to represent the seats
of atomic templates. Features are divided into two compo-
nents. One is atomic template feature and their four offset
seats features. The other is the combination features com-
posed of atomic features. Features selection experiments

Table 2 Atomic template feature list.

Table 3 Combination features list.

show that those features in Table 2 and Table 3 are effective
in our task.

b) Evaluation of NER

In the experiments below, performances are reported in
three metrics (for each Chinese entity): precision, recall and
F1-measure.

precision=
# No. of correctly recognized entities

# No. of all recognized entities
×100%

(12)

recall =
# No. of correctly recognized entities

# No. of all reference entities
× 100%

(13)

F1 =
2 × precision × recall

precision + recall
(14)

The relationship between experiment results in NER
and features are shown in Table 4. Features are added into
CRF model in accordance with the number. Feature selec-
tion method is very naive, only by observing the perfor-
mance of experiment. We can see the performance of names
in domain and people’s name rises above 90% when all of
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Table 4 Feature and its corresponding results about people’s name, names in domain and overall.

Table 5 The comparision of different fuzzy matching methods in accu-
racy.

Table 6 The comparision of different fuzzy matching methods in pro-
cessing speed.

features are added in CRF model, which means all of fea-
tures are effective to our system. After all of features added
in CRF model, the performance of overall F1-measure can
arrive at 90.38%.

5.3 Experiments of Fuzzy Matching

To compare the performances in terms of accuracy and pro-
cessing speed, we carry out experiments of conventional
fuzzy matching methods and of the proposed methods in this
paper. Precision, recall and F1-measure are used as metrics
for evaluation of accuracy. The metrics for the processing
speed include the total time of algorithm running and the
average time of per sentence processing. Experiment results
are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.

In Table 5, we give the performance of accuracy about
several different fuzzy matching methods. Improved edit
distance and q-gram distance have almost the same perfor-
mance in F1-measure. Four similarity measures methods
combined with CRF acquire better performance than both
two conventional fuzzy matching methods, they all have
more than 90% in F1-measure. Among them, Dice simi-
larity and cosine similarity based on TF score can achieve
better performance than the other two ones, that equal to

and greater than 93%. Especially, the latter measure can ob-
tain the best performance, which arrives at 93.17%. It im-
proves F1-measure by 8.8% and 9% respectively compared
to q-gram and improved edit distance.

We compare the processing speed of different fuzzy
matching methods in Table 6. It can be seen that four sim-
ilarity methods combined CRF model take almost the sim-
ilar time. Q-gram distance takes much less time of all the
methods and improved edit distance method costs almost
twice of other four similarity methods based on CRF model.
Q-gram method has advantages to deal with deletion mis-
takes rather than substitution and insertion mistakes of key
semantic concept in a sentence. However, there are words’
variation induced by ASR and mistakes made by users in
the process of SLU, q-gram method will not achieve higher
accuracy than similarity measure combined with CRF. In
practical application, users can accept such a speed of fuzzy
matching method about an average time of 0.4 s for handling
a sentence.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a fuzzy matching method to im-
prove the robustness of SLU based on CRF model and sim-
ilarity measures. Four kinds of similarity measures are cal-
culated between two strings, which are named entity recog-
nized by CRF model and name in list. Our goal is to ob-
tain the most appropriate one to correct named entities with
some errors. Experiments show that Dice similarity and co-
sine similarity based on TF score, combined with CRF, can
achieve better performance.

The contribution of this paper is providing a new and
effective method to correct the named entity variations in-
duced by multiple causes. Two conventional methods are
compared, which are q-gram distance and improved edit
distance. These two methods need each character of a sen-
tence to compute with the string of dictionary. However, our
method based on CRF and similarity functions only utilize
the named entities recognized by CRF model to compare
the similarity. And our method allows more than one target
named entities occurred errors. It provides a prerequisite
that the system can conduct semantic understanding by only
a part of the key information of a user’ s query.
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